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IODULE GOAL AND 011 ECT1VES_ __===

This module direct i d woriing nuida

sonnel in schnol settings, grades 7-14 including

counselors, administreitors, and career specialists. The

topic is the founding _nd/or improvement of Career Resource

s nd tho focuSes on a svsteiatic n--cess

1eientin this nljecti vP. Particirants will review

the concept of a Career esnurce Center, how to identify

needs and d termine objectives, and learn how to estahli h

pri-ritie- select programs and implement nlans.

completion of this nodule, participants will he able to

1. Describe the five components of a Carver resource
Center (CRC) and list the steos of a systematic
Process for the es tablishment and/or improvement
of a CRC.

Choose a student sub-population to be served
by the information component of a CRC in his/her
nwn setting, identify needs of that sub-popula-
tion and wrte oLiectives responding to those
needs.

Choose three 'a 'ctivit .s rviees (P/A/S)
which implement one of three _biectives from P2,
analyze requirements for each of the P/A/S chosen,
and assign priority for implementation.

4 Identify and sequence the tasrs necessary to
imrlement the fiNt priority P/A/S and con,lt uct
a chart designating w-ho is responsihle for
completing the tasks.

APPnexkmate. 7.(me

90 mi nu to 5

9 0 Tim(

60 pl rut t
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GLOSSARY

Career - The pattern of activities and experiences that make up a
407611-ne of work, learning, and leisure. The term is broadly defined
to include occupational and educational choices and patterns as well
as other aspects of a person's life--his/her Personal and social behavior,
learning to learn skills, social responsibility, citizenship and use
of leisure time,

Career Counselor - A professionally trained counselor who has expertise
in the field Of careers through experience and specialized training.

Career DevIloplient - The life-long process a person undergoes as s/he
OinS -s-kAlls in- setting goals and in developing, implementing, evaluat-
ing, and revising plans to define a career and deal with life problems
and opportunities.

Career Education - The totality of experience through which one learns
about and prepares to engage in work as part of her/his way of living.

Career Guidance - The various types of assistance provided to help
,--,-,-------,--
individuals in their career development. It may include instruction,
counseling, placement, follow-through, evaluation, and support
procedures based on career planning and development needs.

Desjred Outcomes, - The products and goals of a theoretically perfect
program which completely satisfies,all client needs and wants. Answers
the question: Where do we (providers and clients ) Ilant to be?

Forma,tivejvalpa_tiop - A process of collecting and .using information
during Program development in order to improve the functioning of
the program,

Need - This term usually applies to individuals, but programs may be
considered to have needs also. In either case, a need is the gap
between the current state and the desired state. The concept may be
represented graphically. If point A is where someone is, and Point B
is where he would like to be, the gap between these two points is the
need.

need
A B

Curren_ DeiTred
State State

In terms of career guidance, counseling, placement, and follow-
through programs, "A" represents the program's current status
and "B" its desired outcomes. Again the "need" is the difference
between A and R.

Outcome - The terminal behavior sought in a performance objective.
Differentiated from the otherthree,parts of an objective audience,
conditions, and degree

10



Performance Product tive - A specific, behavi rally stated

and measurable or observable outcome. It should include the target

population, the observable or measurahle outcome, the condition;
under which it will he measured, and criteria that will he accented

to indicate that the objective has been achieved. (Example: "(iven

a small group discussion situation, by the end of the year each
eighth grade student will have made an effort deemed satisfactory

by his teacher, according tL defined criteria, to encourage
participation from another group member at least twice during a
half-hour period.")

Proces.ss Objectjve A Program activity which contributes to reaching

a product objective. (Example: "High school teachers will present

one career education lessen ner wee r lated to the topic of their

class.1

Program Goal - A general, road statement of nrorjrain ourel as opposed

to performance objectives, which are specific and hehavioral. (Examole:

To help students increase their l!nowledge of the world of worP ")

Summa.tye, Evaluation - A process of collecting information to facilitate

ji_kf'gment's about the overall worth of a program; esnecially appropriate to

later implemerication stages
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N OVERVIEW

As a part of tie response to the demand for relevancy,

the need to integrate school and work, and the whole

career educati _n movement, many schools and colleg _uid- Ccc 04 'OCV

ance systems have incorporated the concept of career develop-

ment into their programs. They have recognized that carc,rn-

deve opment is a life-long, on-going process. Through

career development, individuals develo0 skills in goal

1 , setting planning, and d,cision making, and in imolemen-
\

tation planning. The goal of the career development
1

-proCess is a planned and satisfying career or life ra her

than an rc_ ulation of haphazard occurences.

The complexity of the caree- development process has

created the need tb establish multi-faceted programs. The

most connon of these are Career Guidance Centers, Career

Info nat on Centers, and Career Planning Centers that have

sprung up throughout the United States. Even though these

programs have been more extensive th.iin the traditional

guidance programs, their response to the rapidly changing

society and its demands upon individuals is still lim ted.

This has led to the growth of the concept of a comprehen-

sive Career Res urce Center (CRC). A CRC utilizes a

number of components each of which offer a variety of

programs, activities, and services to meet, specific needs.

In addition, it s, Ve5 as a -esource to instructors,

counselors, administrators nd other change agents as

13
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well as the community and students.

A full-service CRC, then includes the following

components:
Five Component4

Education, work, and leisure information
Self-assessment materials
Education and work placement services
Teacher resource materials
Career counseling and guidance services

Because it has been difficult for many counseling

programs to keeplip with this rapid change, a specific

institution may have one or more components, eith-r

partially or totally developed. Others may not -have any

of the components. _This is probably why you are attending

this workshop -- to find ways to develop activities and

services which are responsible to the needs of your students

instructors, and possibly other members of your community.

In a recent study sponsored by the California State

Department of Education a task force prepared a comprehen-

sive overview titled CaxecA Centwus in Cati6o4nia

(Jacobson, 1975). It is recommended that you read this

work prior to implementing your CRC. Recommendations by

the task force have been included in the Appendix for the

following areas: "How to Implement a Career Center;"

"How to Operate and Maintain a Career Center;" "How to

Improve a Career Center."

Each component of the CRC meets particular needs of

specific sub-populations. In addition each component is

interrelated with the other four areas. The total degree

of success of your program, in part depends on how many

14



of these components are imniemented on your campus.

Program contThuity is enhanced by coordinating each PkOq.w Conti

component within one Center. Please note that while the

CRC serves as the nucleus of all programs, many of the

activities of the CRC take place in the classroom, in

work stations, and in the community.

-The ultimate success of a CRC depends on the proper

selection of personnel. Career Coun-elors, Career Pesource CRC r000nna

Technicians, Career Resource Aides Work Experience

Coordinators, Media Resource and Instructional 5r cialists,

are only a. few examples of types of personnel which may

function eiithin thP Imihrella ofr _ _ e CRC.

Each component of the CRC is desi ned to meet

specific needs, to serve certain Populations, and provide

activities and programs'to assist each individual on his/

her career development journey. The following brief

narrative is designed to give a better understandi-o of

each component of a full service CRC.

Education, Work and Leisure Information Comoonont

An important requirement in any decision makinn model

is the availability of accurate and reliable information

on which to base decisions. The career information

component provides a variety of materials organized in

meaninofLl and Inonaq2able manner to meet this requirement.

This is est_ lly accomplished by adopting some type of

cluster system. This permits each i nih vidual to explore,

15
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both horizontally and vertically, career options available

within a career cluster.

Types of information jncluded in the information T1-
component are:

- tabor market trends and local job requirements
- Information on job related sk lls for obtaining

employment
Information about training agencies (college,
proprietary schools, armed forces, etc,)

Career briefs on numerous occupations (demand,
coMpensation, training, promotion possibilities,
etc.)

- Media materials (filmstrips,
tape-slide, video cassettes,

sound-slide) cOvering a multitude of topics regarding
specific careers or career clusters.

The following examples illustrate the info- ative

component of the CRC:

Seventh grade students participate in a small group
activity to learn about career clusters.

Eleventh grade students identify three related careers,selected on the basis of interest and ability, for--a---
detailed examination of the.characteristics of each career.

First year women in a community college enroll in a
career planning class which emphasizes non-traditional
career opportunities for women.

High school business majors attend a seminar on career
opportunities in the world of business.

A senior in high school discusses her long range lifeand career goals with a career counselor. A plan of actionis developed as a result of the session.

A ninth grade social studies class views a filmstrip
on the jobs of the 80's followed by students completing
an activity packet.

A mature adult (41; years of age) discusses with a
Career Counselor the need to change careers in mid-life
and available options.

Self-assessment Component

All people are faced with seeking answers to two

16
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important li ques Who am I? Where am I goin

The self-assessment component is ( signed to assist

individuals in obtaining answe s to these questions. This

diagnostic component contains material which may be used

to assess interest areas and personalitf characteristics,

ac-ievement, aptitude intelligence, experience, values,

skills, leisure needs. A variety of activities sponsored

by this tomnonent prov des a means of facilitating an

understanding self and is an essential step in the career

development nrocess.

Types af materials which could be located in this

component might include:

-Unterest- inventories (e.g. Cal
Planning Survey, Self-Directed Searc
Kuder, Job-

rni-c-Occunational-

Strong-Camnbell,

Achievement tes s (e. . reading, math.)

Abilities assessment tools -.g.-Iowa Tests of .

Educational Development, Differential Aptitude Tests,
American College Tests, Scholastic Aptitude Test

Sel -developed life assessment materials.
Programs and activities which would he sponsored hy this

component might include:

High school students who .have been identified
as potential drop-outs have skills diagnosed
and proper referral made if needed A. reading

lab or writing lah).

- Ninth grade students are given interest inventories
(mutual selection and agreement of need by student

and counselor) followed by a small group interpre-
tation and discussion

Seniors in high school enroll in a dcci si on-makinc
class to better understand self and h w to make

(JOnd decisions.

Freshm n in cnlli rticinate in a groth growl

17
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designed to help each person bet er understand self
and others.

Seventh grade students ,mall groups) participate
in a simulation game designed to clarify values.

A high school student discusses implication of
ability test results with a counselor exploring
values, life and educational goals.

Work Experience Component

t is a known fact that most of us, women and men, will

work in the labor force foe a significant part of our lives.

Hore often than not, people are unaware of the opportunities

and demands within the world of work. Programs and

activities within this component meet a variety of needs

which-includ

Exploratory lork experience. Students are given an
onportunity to work at several different work
stations in order to become more knowledgeable o
types of jobs and demands.

Occupational work experlence. Students work in jobs
an-d tTke retated coties, establish objectives for
semester, and periodically meet with the coordinator,
individually and in groups, for discussion and feed-
back.

Job acqikisit_ion skills. Students are given an
opportunity to participate_in Work Experience
Seminars on topics_like: (1) "Job Prospecting-
Where Are They?", (2) "How to_Complete an Applica
(3) "How to Write a Resume," (4) "The Job Interv ew,"
(5) "Keeping the Job." In addition, video role
playing and simulations can further enhance the
effectiveness in this area.

Pa_rt7time, pl_acement. A valuable service
of ttris- component is providing a listing of available
part-time and full-time employment opportunities.
The work experience coordinator on staff would screen
all applicants being referred for an interview.
Students not prepared for the interview (apperarance,
interview skills, confused) would be worked with
individually and/or in regularly scheduled "Joh
Acquisition Seminars". This type of activity

18
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enhances the long range devel onment of students.

VolunteerjAireau. Experience-is a valuable learning
tool but cannbt always he gained by paid,.part or
full-timework. A valuable service of this component
is the Volunteer Bureau. Organized as a public
service progrmn, students may volunteer to work in
a variety of settings for the experience and people
contact. Contact classes or discussion groups can
be held to capitalize on these important exper ences.

Career Days. Reoularlv scheduled Career nays brings
on campus authorities in particular specialities
to speak first liand with students and to directly'
relate/what.industry is seeking in potential employees.
Career_Days may be organized around clusters, academic
diVisions, or specific careers. They should be well

coordinated with the infonlation comnonent.

'Instructor Respu co Component

Career education is a campus responsibility. The concep,

of career education embraces students from K-Adult and

involves the instructional staff incornoratlng these

concepts into the daily classroom routine. The Instructor

Resource Component is designed to assist instructors in the

selection of materials appropriate for their classes. In

'addition speciali7ed counselors serve as resource peonle

in discussing learning strategies which miglt best be

utilized in specific learning environments. This

comeonent would have study area= for inst uctors, previe

oms for audio-visual or other inciteri als, and con ference

xooms for case studies or brainstorming Session

Career aetiv ty-oackages, prepared for numerous

topics wouP !le jointly developed by instructors and

counselors. Each p:Ickage would focus on a specific

and include the fillowing item:

19
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Outcome s atements
Materials required for the activity
Suggested strategies for implementation
As.sessment techniques to measure student perfonnance _

Examples of career activity packages might include: Subject Mattet
OA CAPS

Career opportunities in subject fields (e.g. math,

English, science)
Simulation games to identify individual value
structures
Improvement of listening skills
Tips in finding that first job
Teaching the decision-making model
Exploration of educational opportunities (rollege,
graduate schools)
How to apply for financial aid and scholarships
Career planning - selecting a career
Effective study techniques

Career Counselin and Guidance Com onent

The purpose of a CRC is not only to offer information

and se vice to answer questions, but to stimulate further

thinking. The career specialist directing the CRC should

be housed there so that s/he can be available to work with

individuals and groups in career planning and decision-

making skills. Also s/he would facilitate infusion of

career education concepts into the curriculum along with

acting as the resource person for the instructional

component.

Each component may function independently. All

components nleded in a particular setting are inter-related

and enhance the total career development program. The

ChartWhich follows titled "Comprehensive Career Resource

Center" mdy help you visualize the many functions

identified with a fully functioning center.

2 0
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COIREHENSIVE CAREER RESOURCE UTER (CRC)

'A Career nuidance Sunermarket model

Financial Aids

Career

Exploration

Skills Assessment

Counseling

Self-Assessment

Testing

Intake

(multi-language

1

Follow-up

Career

Infermati on

Component

Instructor

Resource

ComPonent

Placement Services

Speakers Bureau

Pehabil i tati on

Services

Assessment

Comonent

Retrai ning

Opportuniti es

Cooperative Education

Wor Study

Peer Counseling/

Tutoring

Admission/

Transfer

Assistance

Work Exnerienoe

Component

Referral

Services

Personal

Counseling

Guidance

Special Target

Popul a t,i_on s

Women

Senior Citizens

Veterans

Reassessment

Counsel i ng Non-Engl ish

SnePing

Tutoriui

Handicapned
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Note: The idea being that all

clients enter in one place, hut they

can 'shop freely us their needs

warrant. Professional or para-

professional help is always avaiiablo

throughout the CRC.



Actiyity One

List the components of a Career Resource Center and

two activities that are typical of each component.
I. Component

Activities:

a.

b.

2, Component

Activities:

h.

Componen

Activities:

b.

4. Component

Activi ies:

a.

Component

Activities:

2 3
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The use _f a systematic approach can enhance your

chances of establishing or improving a career resource center.

The flow chart identifies the steps of a systematic approach

as well as the activities you will complete for each step as

a part of the workshop.

FLOW CHART OF A SYSTEMATICAPPROACH TO ESTABLISHMENT OR

IMPROVEMENT OF A CAREER RESOURCE CENTER

Step 1

Needs Assessment

Identify:
COmponent

b. Setting of CRC
c. Population
d. Sub-population
e. Five needs of this

sub-population

Step 3

Identify Programs/
Activities/Services

a. Choose one of three objectives
written

b. Identify three P/A S for
objective chosen

Step

Identify Tasks I

a. Identify and analyo tasks
to implement P/AJS chosen 2 5

-14-

Step 2

Write Objectives
Ne

a. Choose three of five identi-
-fled-needs-for-sub-population-
Writeone-objective for
each of these needs

Step 4

Analyze Requirements and
Choose P/A/S for Implementation

For each'f three P/A/S choosen
analyze requirements for space,
equipment, budget, materials,
people

b. Choose one P/A/5 to implement
by using RUI Table

Step 6

ssign Responsibility

a. Develop a twu-dimensional
responsibility chart



Activity Two

List in sequence, at least five of the six stens of

a-systematic approach to establish or improve a CRC.

2.

4.

5.

6.
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Di ASS_,

Pro. ms and services should be d, 1-ped as a result

of a particular rieLd. Administering a nerds assessment

-ticular

audience, such as students, is al.. t of work. Constructing

questions whose answers wil 1 really give you what you want

is not an easy task. The pr paring duplicating distribu-

ting, and collecting of this instrume t moans calling on

other people for help.

Leadership in bringing about a needs assessment mi It

come from several sources depending upon the extent of the

assessment. The head counselor, vice-principal in charge

of guidance services or dean of students, might he the

facilitating force for a needs assessment dealing with

caree- needs, career plaming and career experience.

Evaluating and utilizing the results is important.

An advisory committee made up of community members as well

as school people, can help in giving priority to the needs

expre'ssed and in suggeSting programs to help meet these

needs. The community members can also serve as dissemina-

tors of the coMmittee's deliberations, and seek community

support if the prkgrams created to meet expressed needs.

Bi_cause needs assessment is a complex process,

and cnld hcs a Viors'rrcp tself, y-1 are being askei to

instrument to find -,t the career needs

select the n ods in your particular setting for

of the learning expe

2 8
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First of all to facilitate our micro nrocess we are StAuctuAe
PiLoce4

designating the information component as the one we will

use. There is always room for improvement in this component

because communicating a sufficient base of career information

for wise decision-making is an involved task. It is assumed

that your setting will

you have familiarity.

The next step

your own school or one ui h which

designate the target population.

To further facilitate the micro process, students are being

chosen rather than teachers or parents because they are

the main audience of a CRC. An additional step is having

a _ub-population. This could be a grade level, boy or

girl, departments, etc. The basis of your choice should

be that student group which is receiving the least service

from .the information component. Finally, list five

informational needs which you think are existant in the

'sub-population you chose.

2 9



Activity Three

a. Identify and describe the setting you have chosen for your crc
for this workshop.

b. Identify population of your setting.

C. Identify sub-populations.

d. Choose one of e identified sub-populations for this
workshop.

30



Activi_plree (continued)

e. From you knowledge of your chosen sub-population rnak a list

of five needs they might have. (In a real situation a needs

assessment would be conducted by using questionnaire, interviews

or combinations of survey techniques.) Remember, a need is the

difference between what exists at present and what il desired.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

,-*-Example:-/LawkinsAigh.School___
Sub-population: Seniors who wish to attend foA year

colleges

Need: information about four year colleges which match
their individual objectives.

* * * * * * * * * * * * k * * * * * *

Five needs of chosen sub-population

(1)

(2)

(4)

31
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SPECIF I NG FORMAN CE OWE-

An integral _tep in developing a Career P.esource Center

(CRC) fs specifying performance objectiv_ Since this

workshop is concentrating on the process of developing

a CRC and n_t on teaching the p-ocess of wr ting compre-

liensive-objectives',-It-is _ssUmed that participants have

had experience in this area. Therefore, the following

material has been prepared to provide participants with

a quick review of preparing objectives. For a detailed

review of this topic, it i suggested that narticipants

read the lork_of Harrison (AIR).

Villy Write_ Objectives

Programs are usually bi ed on general, long range

goals which a e difficult to evaluate in terms of client

behavior change Objectives, on the other hand, are

specific and are stated so that they are both measurable

and Ruantifjable, and can he used to help determine whether

or not the program goals have been reached.

Both government and the oeneral public are demanding

that ,chool programs be accounta the guidance a-ea is

no exception. School personnel, therefore must specify

desired changes in behavior, stated as performance

objLctives. This step facilitates measurement growth and

change and it assists personnel in toe selection of

appropriate materials and methodologies.

3 3
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Detenuinin tudent Outcomes

There are many different classification systels

which may hP used in writing objPetives, e.q. Bloom"=

Taxonomy or the California Model. To att in both proqrarn

continuity and a foundation for growth, it is imperative

that vou use a system.

Outcome ,Aatements. The key point to remember in

-preparing performance objectives is to identify behavior

which will indicate that the client has reacied the coal.

Outcome statements should include the follow nq:

Outcomes should describe end results, not

procedures or activities.
Outcomes must be observable or measurable.

(Therefore, use action verbs to avoid vague or

ambiguous statements).
Outcomes must be relevant to the goal.

- Outcomes must describe performance.

Outcomes should he sionificant.

Other key points to rnember:

Consider sutoroups a d establish realistic

level of achievement.
While there is no formula for specifying the

exact number of objectives to prepare, it is

suggested that you think of as many outcomes as

you can. Then prioritize and select outcomes

related to program object _ . /11so remember

that Aelection of outcome statements must be

limited to those which can e fectively be

coordinated.

Writinj Full ObJectives

There are four key components which must be present

in an outcome statement before it may be considered a

full objective. It is not necessary far an objective to

be limited to one sentence

3 4
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opulation_. Within the school setting there is

large population to he served. Yet, within that populat

there arc many sub-populations (e.g. sex, race, age,

grade level learning level, developmental level). The

first step in writing an objective is defining the popula-

tion for which the objective is appropirtate and intended.

The objective should nrovide a detailed delineation of

the population which is clear to the reader. Each sub-

population may have different needs. Examples might

include the following:

Women may need to have experiences related t_ becomingaware of non-traditional
career opportunities. (Career

Information Component)

Seventh grade students, compared to seniors, need
different types of programs and services as relatedto work experience. (Work Experience Component

Behavior. A complete objective will include a state-_ _
ment using an action verb that will descrihe behavior

which is observable and relevant to tf-- goal. The following

are action verbs which are useful in generating outcomes:

choose discriminate discussdescribe relate constructlist design makedefine compare matchrecord draw
identifyapply(use) demonstrate recognizeinterpret predict namecontrast separate operate

Condition. Cond tion refers to the setting

situation in which the outcome will he measured. Thus

the statement must include a brief description of the

condition in which the person will be exnected to perform

3 o
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the stated ohjective Condition refers to the tes_

conditions or parameters which will be established.

Examples of test conditions a_e: Exampta

After individually reviewing three occupations
as discussed in the Occapationat Oattook

Handbook . (Career information Component
'As-a-result -of-a, small-gropp-digcussionn. interest
inventories . . (Assessment Component)
After listening to a cassette tape of thq proce-
dures to folTow in completing a Job application .

(Work Experience Component)
Upon completing a Career Activity Package in a

social science classroom . (Instructor

Resource Component)

In determining the conditions attempt to:

(1) Specify the information, tools, equipment,
source materials, and anything else which will

be available to help perform the outcome
specified in the objective.

Try to select conditions which most closely
resemble a real-life situation in which the
person might be required to perform the

behavior. (Harrison, AIR)

Criterion of.evaluation. A complete objective will

state how effectively a person must perform to demonstrate

adequate mastering. It establishes the degree of success.

Criteria statements may he both quantitative (minimum

number, percent, time limitations, etc.) and/or qualitative

(satisfactory, acceptable, significant). Qualitative

objectives are usually less precise.

There are references which can be of help listed in the

bibliography.

3 6



Activitvjour

Choose thr e of five needs written for sub-population and write

one objective for each need.

Note: See Glossary: "Performance or product obje ive.

Need #1

Need #2

Objective #2

Need

Objective #3

7
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DESCRiPTiON OF PROGRAMS, AC'flVTES, AN1 ERV

Programs, activites, and services cin he descrihed

as follows

Programs are developmental series of individual and
_

group activities presented in sequence. These might

include a weekly or monthly program of "Spotlights on

Careers" from husinecs and indu_stry),,seminars

on job search (filling out applications, interviewing,

developing contacts, comminication skills, appearance),

and in-service workshops to extend che knowledges, skills,

and techniques of teachers, counselors, and paraprofessionals.

Activities include, but are not limited to individual

and group experiences in the classroom, Career Resource

Center, and community. For exarnle, q-oup experiences

might include seminars on occupational clusters, esenta-

tions to classes on specific occupations, College Days,

Career Days, and visitations to business and industry.

Individual acti vi ties might include simulation games and

occupat onal kits tests or inventories, and intervie,s.

Services are support activities provided primarily

by Carper Resource Center sta f and may include hut are

not limited to the folio ing: occupational or care

presentations in classes, presentations to covimnity

orgawzations and Service clubs, audio visual and nrinted

package' that can be used d i m'ectly by instructors a,d

others counseling and inscruction in the Car--- urce

3 9
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Center for student groups and individuals.

In considering programs, activities or services be

creative. When considering space, materials, budget,

equipment and people do not overlook resources because

they are not-readily available. The following questions

a-re Meant -te act as spur$ to your creative thinking.

Canyou involve instructors, parents,.students,
administrators, non-certificated personnel, members
of the community in some significant way?

Is financial assistance available from non-
school sources? '.e. business grnups)

Can facilities currently being used be reass'--
Are there any portable buildings in the dist-
(i.e. trailers ) available for your use?

Are there viewers, readers, tape recorders,
writers or other equipment standing idle in
department that may be borrowed for the CRC?

Are there materials already developed that may be
either free or inexpensive? Are these available
from faculty, local business and industry, the
local Chamber of Commerce, business clubs?

40
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Activity _Six

Analysis of requirements for P/A/S

P/A/S #1 (identify)

Requires:

People

Space

Equipment

Funding

Mat a s

P A/S #2 identify)

Requires:

People

Space

Equipment

Funding

MaterIals

4 2
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Ltiyitt_.§_i& con inued)

P/A/S #3 (identi y)

Requ -es:

People

Space

Equipment

Fund ng

Materials

43



ANAI ZE REQUIRE' ENTS
CHOOSE..P/A/S

FOR IMPLEMENTATION
Step Four
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One of 'he major problems in establishing Career

Resource Center (CRC) orin improving one component of

a CRC is_ deciding le!hat to do first.

One aid- to help in making decisions about which

programs, activities, or services to implement first is

the RUI Table.* This technique requires you to indicate UT T_

the resources necessary for implementation, to evaluate

the difficulty in procuring the resource and to determine

the importance of the resource to implementation. The

Relative Unfavorable Impact (RUI) is the relationship

between the difficulty in procuring the resource and i s

importance to implementation.

In using the RUI Table you are working with the

most critical resources necessary for implementation. You

will be choosing the three most critical resources under

each category from your list -f requirements prepared in

the previous activity. Write these in the blank RUI

Tables on the following pages for each of the three P A/S's.

As you identify resources needed be sure you do:pot ov

look elusive resources, resources that are not obvious.

These rrsmirces may be ve -ritical to implementation.

The concept of Relative Unfavorable Imnact (PUI
initially developed by Ron Smith while at Cerritos
Community College, Cerritos, California. He is cu -ently
aL Cypre=7, CnmvyAnity Coller:je. The RUT concept was
modified for Lhe purpose of this workshop.

4 5
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You are now ready t6 detennine the availability of

each resource.

First consider those resource'S' you currently have or

know you can obtain without difficulty. These resources

have no'unfavorable impact on implementati n and should

be circled in the (1) or "none" column. Next consider the

resources that you consider extremely difficult to obtain.

These represent a serious unfavorable impact on implementa,

tion and should be circled in the (4) or,"serious" column.

Between these two extremes there may be some possibili-

ty for obtaining a resource. These should he circled (3)

or (4) depeAding on the difficulty you forsee at this time

in obtaining the resource.

When you have completed a RUI Table, total the numbers

by adding the columns, "none", "minor", "some" services.

The program, activity, or service with the lowest relative

unfavorable impact total should be the easiest to implemen

thus, it would be the first one you could offer in the

component you have chosen to develop. This does not mean,

hoever, that this program/activity/service would necessarily

be the only one you would initially offer or deliver. In

fact, you will probably want to offer more than one prograin,

activity or service within a component even during the

beginning stages in order to have a viable program. To

be sure the program/activity/service with the lowest

to al will be the easiest to offer, you will need to

view your listing of the resources needed for that

4 6
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program, activity, or service and your evaluation of

both the availability and possibility of obtaining crucial

resources. If there is a resource which you feel will be

impossible to obtain and is crucial to have, you will

'need to consider the pro /activity/service with the

second lowest total.

47



Activiity Seven

.RUI TABLE
(Relative Unfavorable Impact)

PROGRAM/ACTIVITY/SERVICE 11:

Develop a checklist of one to three resources needed in each category to offert, is program/activity/service
and complete the relative impact column at thistime.

POSSIB E RESOURCES RELATIVE

NONE

UNFAVORABLE

MINOR

IMPACT_

SOME SERIOUS

3 4

3 4

STRATErIES

PEOPLE

1. 2

2

1 2 3 4

SPACE

1 2 3 4

2.
1

,
L 3 4

3.
1 2 4

EQU_IPMENT

1.
1 2 3 4

2.
1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

F UND

2.
1 2

3.
1 2 3 4

M ATERIALS_

-777

1.

.7)

1 4

3.
1 2 3

Total .1

vertical
columns

4 8
Total of all f- ir

columns
ti 1



Activity Seven (continued)

'Program/Activity/Service

--Develop-a checklist of one to three resources needed in each category to offer this
program/activity/service and complete the relative impact column at this timP.

RUI TABLE
Relative Unfavorable Impact)

POSSIBLE RESOURCES

PEOPLE

RELATIVE

NONE

UNFAVORABLE IMPACT STRATEGIES

miNOR SOME SERIOUS

1. 1 2 3 4

2. 1 2 3

3. 1 2 3 4

S PACE

1. 1 2 3 4

2. 1 2 3

3. 1 2 3 4

EQUIPMENT

1. 1 2 3 4

2. 1 2 3 4

3. 1 2 3 4

FUNDING

1. 1 2 3 4

2. 1 2 3 4

3. 1 2 3 4

MATERIALS

1. 1 2 3 4

2. 1 2 3 4

3. 1 2 3 4

Total of
vertical
columns

49
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PROGRAM
ACTIVITY/SERVICE :

RUI TABLE
(Relative Unfavorable Impact)

Develop a checklist of one to three
resources needed in each category to offer this

program/activity/service and complete the relative
impact column at this time.POSSIBLE RE5OURCES

PEOPLE

RELATIVE UNFAVORABLE IMPACT
STRATEGIES

NONE MINOR SOME SERJOUS
1.

1 2 3 4
2.

1 2 3 4
3.

1 2 3 4
S PACE
_....__

1.
1 2 3 4

2.
1 2 3 4

3.
1 2 3 4

EQUIPMENT

1.
1 2 3 4

2.
1 2 3 4

2 3 4
FUNDING

1.
1 2 3 4

2.
1 2 3 4

3.
1 2 3 4

!.1 ATERIALS

1.
1 2 3 4

2.
1 2 3 4

3.
1 2 3 4

Total of

vertical.
columns

- Total of dli f al
columns



Acliyity Seven_ (continued)

Choose one P/A/S for implementation based on totals of RU1 Tables.

Totals of:four vertical columns

P/A/S #1

P/A/S #2

P/A/S #3

The program with the lowest fi-ure should be the easiast to implement.

P/A/S chosen for implementation

51
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I1EN1y IMFI J: MENTATJON TAsj S.
Step Five
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In analyzing the tasks
necessary to imp1emnt tie

P/A S chosen, the final objective is to have as complete
a breakdown of tasks as is

necessary without gaps. Thisis not usually possible to do in seqUence. Something is
almost always left out,

is suggested therefore that no effort he made
irst to sequence tasks.

Instead, using 3x5 cards,
write each task on one card AS IT OCCURS TO YOU. When
you have several

tasks identified, lay the cards on a
table in a natural

sequence. You will then notice qaps
and these can then be filled in on 3 x 5 cmds.

When you have a oroup of tasks in
sento.nce list them

in Activity Eight. You will then be ready to develop the
two-dimensional

responsibility chart in Activity Nine.

Sequenc Tcusk4



Activity Eigjit

5.

P1PLEMENTAT or TASKS

5 4



Activity Eiglit continued)

7.

9.

IMPLEMENTATION TASKS

10

1 2.
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In order to assign
responsibilit- for tasks a two imen-

sional chart is helpful.
This chart can be a simole

assignment of
responsibility for several P/A/S's, or

it can be a sophisticated
chart which

indicates, not
only prime

responsibility, hut coordination and other
personnel functions for all componentf, in a comprehensive
CRC.

For the purpose of this workshop you are asked
to develop the two dimensions of a chart using

tasks as
the vertical

dimension and personnel as the horizontal
dimension.

5 7
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Activity Nine

Assign tasks to those
people wham you believe

would have prime

p nsibility for completion of tasL.
Indicate this with a symbol "X".Example:

Task

tirbooks

T
o-dinensional Chart Asiigning Prime

Responsibility
for

Completion%of Task

58-41-
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You have now completed a mini-review of the systematic 7
process for estab

ishing aid/or
improving a Career Resource

Center. The last activity will be the
identification of th,..

six steps in the process.

One aspect which has been omitted from this review is
evaluation.

Evaluation should take place at each step in the
process. In order to complete the process you will
be given a brief review of evaluation strategies.

6 0
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Activit_y Ten

Flow Chart of

A Systema ic ProcQss for Estahlishinq and/ar Imp _ving A Career

Resource C(.nter

2. Note that evaluation takec place at each sten. See

review of Evaluation strateqies on followinq par-

61
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L U AT I C N

Evaluation strateg es ensure a systematic. planned

process which measures the effectiveness of programs.

The resultant data provides feedback concerning the to al

effectiveness of a program.

The majority of the data currently collected are

administrative reyorting summaries which do provide interes-

tlng descriptive information e.. staff assignments,

number of staff, type of materials available client data)

yet this information is only mean ngful from a subjective

viewpoint.

_iObjective evaluation provides Pro ram informat bion on ve Ut ion

outcome attainment and behavior changes which result from

specific activities. Specific statements of expected

outcomes of a program and behavioral changes are a

prerequisite to planning activites andto evaluating

the effectiveness of the pronram.

OutcomeT7Referenced Evaluation

This module provides sequential activits de igne

assist parti6ipants in developing a CRC based unon objective

The crit ria established in prOgram oblectives Provides a

means of evaluating programs on the basis of nunil

Amtuatj..onattainment oF soeciti ed ouZcomes.

P4eceduke.4
(1) Concise stateMents of program OW
(2) Establishment of acceptable level
(3) Selection or development of meter

procedures to achieve outcomes.

6 2
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(4) Identification of methods or inst.uments
assessing outcome attainment.

(5) Objective appraisal of outcome attainmen .

(6) Identification of process variables rela ed to
attainment of specific outcomes. (O'Hare,1971)

Criterion-referenced measure (CRM) are usedto canpare CA.-Etc/Lion

Relie.kenccd

client's attainment of desired outcomes with an established Mecoulte.5

performance level. Criterion levels (minimal acceptable

levels of performance) are established for each set of

outcomes. CRM is appropriate when specific outcomes have

been identified and instruction or guidance has been

provided to develop the outcomes. CRM measures the degree

of client attainment. /nformation derived from such

evaluation models allows for svstematic Planning, program

modificati n and program verification.

Formative and Summative Eva,uation
--_

The development stages of a program determines the

evaluation emphasis and_ whether formative or summative Foitmative

Evauati
evaluation will be utilized. Formtive evaluation is a

process of evaluating developing programs. Emphasis is on

the degree to which program objectives are achieved by

clients. You will recall that in develoning objectives

fot each CRC component, that program objectives were also

developed. The pri e purpose of formative data collection

is the identification of program .strength.and weaknesses_.

This is done hy reviewing the program objectives_ Analysis

f the results of formative evaluation sho ld include the

consideration of -ituatiOnal variables (e.g. physical

6 3



setting). lhese outsi de vr iahlos viy have a dramatic

impact on tle e ifetivenecs of the program. Ihn ey point

for you to rememher that formative evaluation is

directed toward prog:ram ,improyom,tn.

Summative evaluation, on the other hand, is USe I to

luate fully .devel_oped_progTams.
Evaluation techniques

utilized which provide an estimate of overall program

effectiveness. This procedur, is used to evaluate individual,

programs or to cth pare two or more existing nrograms.

Summlivu evaluation nrovid s information about clients.

Thus, Cie data may be utilized for client evaluation as well

as program ovaluati on. In addition, summative evalu ti n

, directed toward post-developmental evalu tion and provides

descriotive pro )ram-related statements that allow for

lrison and decision-making.

This brief discussion was designed to serve as an

overview of evaluation. Some resources for those desi inq

a more complete review of evaluation procedures and

techniques are in tne bibliography.
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HOW TO 1M PLEENT, MAINTAIN AND IMPROVE A CAREER CENTER

How to
Implement a

Thomas J.
Jacobson

June 30, 1975

reer Center

Any approach to
implementing a Career

Center is dependent unonseveral
pre-existing factors in a school: The degree of support from

the
administration, counseliig staff, and

faculty; the
availabilivof funds; the

availability of space; and the
composition of thestudent body. If the

individual or group of
individuals in a school

who are intereste
I in beginning a Career Center are able to obtailsubstantial outright funding or total

support from the principalat the
outset, the

process of
implementing a Career

Center ismuch simpler. However, since both of these
situations representthe exception and not the rule,

the following
discussion addressesthe 'typical" situation in which a counselor or work

experiencecoordinator would like to begin a Career
Center but is not sure ofthe best way to proceed. The

suggestions that follow will notapply to
every secondary

school, but it is hoped that most of theideas can be adapted
to fit

particular
situations.

1. Base the
implementation of a Career Centeron measured student

need.

Develop an understanding
of what Career Centers are currently

doing to meet the
career guidance

needs of students.Develop interest among the
counseling staff. faculty, and studencs,

and present the idea of a Career
Center to the principal.Take the

principal, or the
principal's designee, to an exemplary

Career Center.

5. Free some time for a counselor to plan and or anize a Career
Cente,r.

6. Set up a uareer Center planning
committee.

68
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7. Allocate the space for a Career Center.

8. Decorate the center to achieve a non-institutional lool.

9. Establish an inventory of printed sources of career ann
educational information.

10. Hire a paraprofessional to coordinate the day to day
activities of a Career Center.

11. Before officially opening the center, have an -ientatior
for the faculty.

12. Advertise the Career Center in the P.T.A. Newsletter, nd

in the local newspaper.

How_to Operate _and. Maintain a Career Center.

Once a center ts open, its success depends on the efforts and

enthusiasm of the Career Center staff- and the atMosphere they are

able to create in the center itself. In addition to these intangibles,

the numbers and kinds of programs that are coordinated by the Career

Center are directly related to the size and qualifications of the staff.

Beyond these basic considerations, discussed in detail in Chapters II

and III of the report several generalizations can be made conm.ning

the effective operation of a Career Center.

1. If it-has-not-yet-been done, Writing ObjectiVeS for ihe Career
Center is the first order of business.

2. Take advantage of the resources of the school and the community.

View a Career Center as a process of inter-connecting, mutually
supporting activities, with:several points of entry.

4. Continue to develop support within the faculty, counseling
staff and administration.

5. Act as a service to the faculty.

A minimum amount of career'.guidance for each student should
he built into the Career Center program.

7. Maximize the effectiveness of career guidance services
. offered through the Career Center.

6 9
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a. Interest Surveys
b. Speakers Programs and Fi ld Trips

c. Work Experience

H. Files in the Career Center should be kept " _ ' --.(1 not

just "on students.

Career Center pe.sonnel should understand that career
exploration does not necessarily lead to carrr planning.

10. Establish a budget specifically for the operation of the

Career Center.

How to Ittlprovc a Career Center

To improve a Career Center, is essential to obtain an

evaluation on each aspect of a center's operation and to base

arguments for fu ther support on demonstrated past perfonnance. In the

discussion about evaluation, seve -1 different types of instruments

were examined. The Career Center-cln use the information from

these instruments plus feedback from other sou_ces to help improve

the program and activities pro,ided by the Career Center. The

emphasis should be to examine programs and servicff ffered and

make decis ons based upon data.

1. Establish priorities for each of the orograms or activities

provided by the Career Center.

2. Tentatively establish a one-year program, a mo-year program,
and a three-year program for the Career Center based upon
established priorities and reasonaHe projections.

While the tentative programs are being laid out, discuss the
programs with faculty mciiibnrs to see how they want to use

the Career Center.

4. Heetwith the counsliug staff and obtain direct feedback
from them to ensure that htoir ideas are incorporated into

Career Center activities.

5 Obtain feedback in rorma Li on on the pron ams and sr vi

ffered

In Chapter VIII, ways in which Career Centers arP makjnq an
impact on students vxre discussed.

7 0



Compare the Career Center priorities with the inforiation from
faculty and counselors and student input.

Examining priorities in relation to feedback is essential
and much easier than it may seem.

9. Identify students who have not made anv post-high s:hool
plans and seek to provide assistance to those studeits.

A Career Center in another district contacts all senio who

did not apply to college or who did not ask for their transcripts.

Additionally, the Career Center should not automatically exclude

students who say they are going to Community College from this group.

Many students indicate they are going to college simply because they

have not made any cOncrete plans about the future. Counselors

-t the Community College level mentioned that many students come to

Community Colleges because they do not know what else to do and

a significant number of these s udents drop out before too long.



This staff development booklet is part of a series of career, guidance
booklets developed by a four state consortium coordinated by the:American
,Institutes for Research. Topics for staff development were determined by

results .of a Career Guidance Staff Development Needs Survey administered

An.the 'four states. Each booklet will be field tested and revised. The

'otal series is as follows:

CALIFORNIA
Helping Elementary Students Understand Themselves - George Hurl urt,
Helping Elementary Students Plan for the Future - Diane McCurdy
Evaluating the Cost Effectiveness of'Programs for Improving interpersonal

Skills - Milt, Wilson
Developing Facility Maintenance Competencies for Career Resource Center
Technicians - Clarence Johnson

OeVeloping People Relationship Competencies for Career Resource Center
Technicians - Jill Paddick and Dale Dobson

Establishing a Career Resource Center - Robert A. Wood, Niel Ro
Celia Clinge

R LAND
Building Career Information-Seeking Behaviors - Richard H. Byrne
Providing Life/Career Planning for Women and Girls - Janice M. Birk
Utilizing Strategies for Adult Guidance - Zandy Leibowitz and Nancy Schlossberg
Designing Programs for Adult Guidance - Tandy Leibowitz and Nancy Schlossberg

HIGAN
Using Change Agent Skills to Manage Career Guidance Program De_elopment -
,Juliet V. Miller

Using Change Agent Skills to Manage Career Guidance Program Implementation -
Juliet V Miller

Eliminating Stereotypes of Ethnic Minorities Through Career Guidance
Lois P. Brooks

Developing Communication Skills and Program Strategies in Career Guidance
for Ethnic-Minorities - Lois P. Brooks

Imaging Futuristic Career Guidance Goals - Juliet V. Miller, Garry R. Walz ,
-and:Libby Benjamin
Imaging Futuristic Career Guidance Programs - Juliet V. Miller, Garry R. Walz,
and Libby Benjamin

Pltnning Pre-Employment Programs - Joyce Fielding and Marvin Fielding
Conducting Job Development Programs - Joyce Fielding and Marviw Fielding
Conducting Job Placement Programs - Joyce Fielding and Marvin Fielding
Conducting Follow-Up and Follow-Through Programs - Joyce and Marvin Fielding
Developing EFfective Public Relations - Norman C. Gysbers

ERICAN INSTITUTES FOR RESEARCH
Providing Career Guidance for Young Women - Pamela G. Colby
7oviding Gi.idance Services for Students With Physical Disabilities
Susan L. McBain

Developing and Conducting I 7Service Programs - Al Stiller
lping Students Explore Wo k and Leisure Options - Pamela G. Colby

Helping Students Develop Carler Decision Making Skills - Ellen A. Stewart
vidinn Guidance Services for the Elderly - Ellen A. Stewart
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